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Target Price: $290.87 Market Cap ($B): $110.88 B P/E Ratio (TTM): 17.16
Current Price: $231.35 Dividend Yield: 1.54% EV/EBITDA: 10.40
Stop loss: $185.08 Beta: 1.02 EBITDA Margin: 9.65%
52 Week High/Low: $166.83/$268.98 ROIC: 25.21% Gross Margin: 29.54%

Company Overview
Target Corporation is one of the largest retailers in the U.S As of January 30, 2021,
the company operated 1,964 Target locations in the U.S with 246.1 million square
feet of floor space, up from 1,868 stores with 240.5 million square feet of floor
space twelve months earlier. Target currently has stores in all 50 states and the
District of Columbia. Its stores generally cater to middle- and upper-income
consumers, carrying a broad assortment of fashion apparel, electronics, home
furnishing, household products, and other general merchandise.

Target’s primary growth drivers are new store opening and same-store sales. The
company added 29 new stores in 2021. TGT seeks to appeal to customers that are
interested in sophisticated styles and quality by offering fashion newness, trusted
brands, and exclusive designer labels such as Maternity by Liz Lange. Iit also
frequently collaborates with well-known designers such as Jason Wu and Missoni
offering limited-time collections.

Industry Outlook

The CFRA repor indicates the fundamental outlook for general merchandisers is
positive, reflecting the view of plenty store growth runway, favorable secular
trends.

Store openings and a shift in product to higher margin discretionary items will
continue to fuel of the industry’s multifaceted growth narrative. More than 3,000
store openings have already been announced by retailers in 2021, with a
disproportionate share in the off-price and general merchandise category, including
from Dollar General and Dollar Tree.

Cost inflation has been the buzzword among the industry and border sector over
the past several months. General merchandisers are seeing inflationary pressures
related to products, transportation, and labor. Supply chain bottlenecks, mainly
driven by delays at ports have made conditions even worse as costs are rising and
inventory availability is becoming an increasing concern ahead of the holiday
season. General merchandisers have been managing the inflationary pressures

through product markups and by increasing products with higher-margin items.
The inventory supply chain situation has been difficult to manage, but retailers are
attempting to secure more shipping containers and reduce complexities within the
supply chain.

Investment Thesis
✔ Investment in Customer Loyalty
✔ Supply Chain Management
✔ Same-Day Service Initiative

Investment Risks
• Retail environment is intensely competitive
• Economic downturn and less consumer spending power
• Leverage with vendors compared to competitors



Financial Performance



Valuation Assumptions & Key Financials

We recommend a BUY rate for TGT based on a target price of $290.87 per share. This target price reflects a 26% margin of safety based on its closing price of $231.35
on January 6, 2022. We calculated WACC as 6.8%, 10.5 exit EV/EBITDA.

ESG Considerations
TGT Has no outstanding ESG issues. From reviewing the ESG report, TGT has lower governance ratings , start at 1969 Target start to give out 5% of their profit to the
community


